The Lane-Douglas
Connector (LDC) is a
pilot project funded by the Rural
Veterans Healthcare Transportation
grant. This new service offers public,
accessible transportation to veterans
and the public in rural communities for
better access to healthcare services and
shopping opportunities. Everyone is
eligible to ride the Lane-Douglas
Connector starting January 5, 2021!
LDC route makes two
round trips on Tuesdays and
Thursdays between Eugene VA Clinic
and the Roseburg VA Medical Center
with stops in Cottage Grove and Drain.
The bus will serve only the bus stops
listed with a number and name on the
timetable and route map. Route has no
direct connections with the LTD or
UPTD bus routes.
TIMETABLE NOTE: The direction of
travel for each round trip is labeled
SOUTHBOUND or NORTHBOUND
and by the order of the bus stop
numbers in the timetable and map.
Veterans with ID always ride for FREE!

RIDES ARE FREE FOR ALL for an
introductory period, so try the LaneDouglas Connector NOW!!

LDC bus has a
limited capacity
according to health
regulations and social distancing
requirements. Drivers wear a mask,
perform regular bus wipe downs of
interior contact surfaces, and
passengers are required to bring a mask
to wear while onboard.

Lane—Douglas Connector
A Service of Umpqua Public
Transportation District (UPTD)
Call Dispatcher toll free
(888) 232-8121
Operated by: South Lane Wheels

January 5, 2021

Space is
available on a first come, first serve
basis with scheduled rides having priority over a walk-on request. Bus will
not leave any stop before the posted
time on the timetable, so arrive 5-10
minutes early to allow for boarding
time.
Bus stop Walk-on: Before boarding,
the driver will ask for your trip destination and return trip time in order to
share these details with the UPTD dispatcher. The dispatcher will determine
if there will be capacity on the bus for
each leg of the requested trip(s). If the
answer is YES, the rider may board. If
the ride can’t be accommodated, the
rider may not board because other reserved trips will be affected by adding
a Walk-On. If this rider wants to schedule trips for later that day, the dispatcher may be able to offer and schedule
guaranteed future trips.

Advanced ride scheduling: Call
UPTD dispatcher, toll-free (888) 2328121 in advance of the posted departure time at bus stop location. If the requested trip to or from a destination
doesn’t exceed bus capacity, the trip
will be scheduled. Then, the rider
needs to be at the scheduled bus stop
before the bus leaves at the departure
time.

Lane—Douglas
Connector
Route

BUS STOP LOCATIONS
Eugene Stop
Eugene V.A. - 3355 Chad Drive
Cottage Grove Stops
Peacehealth Medical Center - 1515 Village Drive
Walmart, SLW stop - 901 Row River Road
Drain Stop
Ray’s Food - 308 N. First Street
Roseburg Stop
Roseburg V.A. - 913 NW Garden Valley Blvd

